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Every step on the route to sovereignty taken by the West German constituent state, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), after the fall of the Third Reich was also a step towards the creation and extension of the security services. In 1949 the Allied Forces set up “an authority to collect and disseminate intelligence regarding subversive [...] activities” (i.e. an internal intelligence service that was to become the Office for the Protection of the Constitution, Verfassungsschutz).

In preparation for “rearmament”, a military intelligence service was developed from 1951, which became the Military Defence Service (Militärischer Abschirmdienst, MAD) followed by the creation of the German Armed Forces in 1956. That same year the German government, equipped with renewed sovereign powers laid down in the Germany Treaty, gained control over “Organisation Gehlen” from the Allies. It has acted as the foreign intelligence service (Bundesnachrichtendienst, BND) ever since. In 1968, the intelligence services gained more powers through emergency decrees permitting the intercept of telecommunications with the aim of increasing the German authorities’ autonomy. After 1990, the re-united Germany made efforts to shake off the last remnants of the war and become a “normal” state, whose intelligence potential would not lag behind that of other western states.

However, the West German starting position was far from normal and the Gestapo had clearly shown what the security services were capable of. But, the Allies - as well as German politicians - were convinced that the emerging democratic state had to be protected from its enemies. The contemporary Weimar doctrine (which maintained that the Republic had failed not because of a lack of democracy and political-economic problems but because of a lack of state instruments), articulated the concept of “defensive” democracy which became the ideological foundation of the security services [1].

The “separation of powers”, which Allied military governors laid down as a precondition for authorising the constitution, was intended to mitigate the political danger of a German intelligence service. The creation of a central authority to collect intelligence was granted to the federal government on condition that it would not gain police powers. Article 3 of the Internal Secret Service Act (1950) transposed this provision to the German federal law by laying down that the Office for the Protection of the Constitution (Bundesamt für
Verfassungsschutz, BfV), had no “police or control powers” and could not be integrated into existing police authorities [2]. The separation was also enshrined in the naming of the German services. It is commonly accepted that Germany has “secret intelligence services” rather than “secret services”, as the latter could imply police powers or covert actions beyond merely gathering intelligence [3]. That the German services are engaged solely in collecting and processing information is a long-standing myth that legitimises their existence.

Three services - one enemy

While the first generation of the internal security service was concerned with the role of Nazis in the young Federal Republic, the intensification of the Cold War resulted in a new enemy: politically left-wing and located east of the River Elbe. Directly after the end of the war, Reinhard Gehlen, chief of the Wehrmacht department Fremde Heere Ost (Foreign Armies East, a military intelligence agency focusing on the Soviet Union and eastern Europe during the Nazi era), successfully offered his services to the Americans. With his knowledge of, and informant network in Eastern Europe, Gehlen’s organisation was an important asset for the USA. The organisation was financed by the US army, or rather the CIA, until 1955. The fact that it was awash with Nazis was not seen as a hindrance because anti-Communism formed the ideological basis for cooperation [4].

Internally, the regional Verfassungsschutz offices were in charge. The 1950 Federal Law instructed the federal states (Länder) to set up intelligence authorities targeting those who were suspected of forming Moscow’s “fifth column”. They included the early peace movement, campaigns against rearmament, the Communist party (KPD) and, after it was banned in 1956, all those suspected of continuing links to the party. [5] The belief that the “enemy resides on the left” determined the viewpoint of the German security services until the end of the Federal Republic in 1989. When federal state ministers introduced a standard request for information from the federal and regional intelligence services on all public service applicants, this was also directed at the Left with the intention of stopping their declared “march through the institutions”. Until the 1980s, the security services were spying on collectives, citizens’ initiatives, the Green party and even parts of the Social Democratic Party [6]. Only the large-scale and violent right-wing extremism of the early 1990s forced the authorities to abandon their one-sided obsession with the Cold War, although without dropping their favourite surveillance targets. These continued to include diverse communist splinter parties but also the “new” social movements. The infiltration of the Berlin Social Forum by undercover security service officers or the year-long surveillance of civil rights activist, Rolf Gössner, are two examples of many [7]. Islamic terrorism became a third focal point after 1972 and the surveillance of extremist foreign groups has gained pace ever since.

Compared to the other two services, the military service (MAD) led a shadowy existence until recently [8]. Notwithstanding a few scandals, this special service, which falls within the remit of the Federal Ministry of Defence, has rarely been in the spotlight. As a secret army intelligence department it enjoys double secrecy, so to speak. Considering the political state of affairs in the old Federal Republic, it might be assumed that its main function was to protect the army from infiltration by the Left.

Necessity and successes

No doctrine has found more support in recent German security-political discourse than that which stipulates that every state, including Germany, has to have intelligence services. This is a startling position when considering the 50-year history of “our” services, and one
that is certainly not justified by their achievements. Even if the numerous scandals are ignored, their success rate remains low.

Before the fall of the Berlin Wall, East Germany and Eastern Europe were at the centre of all surveillance operations by the foreign intelligence service (BND). Its aim was to inform the government, in a timely fashion, on developments in the east to enable it to act on an informed basis. The collapse of East Germany should have been a good moment to present the service’s successes, but there is no evidence that the BND predicted the building of the Berlin Wall (1961) or its collapse (1989). The service was equally surprised by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1979) as it was to hear of the imposition of Marshall law in Poland (1981) or the attempted coup against Mikhail Gorbachev (1991) [9]. They were even ignorant of the fact that several Red Army Faction members had gone into hiding in East Germany.

There may be examples from international secret service history that show how intelligence provided by secret agencies enables governments to take better decisions [10]. This evidence is lacking for the Federal Republic. It is therefore doubtful that Germany would have lost its sovereignty, or the ability to act in the international arena, if it had not had a foreign intelligence service.

The covert nature of the internal security service’s actions means that there are no public successes. In applying the measure of “defensive” democracy, their successes fade with key decisions. The ban of the Communist Party of Germany (KPD) in 1956 was largely based on intelligence gathered by the internal services, but by then the party had become small and politically ineffectual (receiving 2.2 percent of the vote at the 1953 general election) posing no threat to the Federal Republic [11]. The ban led to increased foreign secret service surveillance and to the extension of police security powers and related criminal trials [12]. Twelve years later the German Communist Party was tolerated by the state to rid itself of the political problems created by the KPD-ban [13].

The right-wing National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD) was spared the fate of the KPD. The Federal Government’s (Lower and Upper Houses of Parliament) motion to ban the party failed in 2003 after its interior ministers refused to disclose evidence on the extent of the party’s infiltration by their internal security services to the Federal Constitutional court [14]. It perceived a threat to the service’s ability to act, and its non-disclosure meant that the court could not establish whether evidence came from “authentic” NPD officers or from informants paid by the state. The instruments of “defensive” democracy left democracy defenceless. (From a democratic viewpoint, this is exacerbated by the fact that right-wing ideology, networks and activities would not have been contained by the ban, not to mention the social causes of right-wing extremism).

According to the official narrative, intelligence agencies represent an “early warning mechanism” to detect activities threatening the constitution. They should illuminate shady activities so that the instruments of a “defensive” democracy (party bans, withdrawing certain basic rights, etc.) can be applied and/or the relevant persons prosecuted. However, homeland security statistics (on acts that pose a threat to the democratic state, espionage and terrorist organisations) demonstrate that the intelligence services’ role in initiating criminal procedures is insignificant. From 1974 to 1985, between 2.6 and 0.2 per cent of all German homeland security investigations were instigated on the basis of intelligence information [15].
Mere “information gathering?”

German intelligence agencies claim that they are not security services because they merely collect, analyse and disseminate information. This depiction is inaccurate for two reasons. Firstly, because - as the NPD infiltration case shows - their intelligence gathering methods do not only collect information (such as intercepting a conversation) but also co-produce it. This is clear in the example of the agent provocateur, the agent who initiates actions at the order of - and whilst being paid by - the state. There are numerous examples of this practice from the internal security service alone, and they are only the few that have became public [16]. The services are not mere observers and by behaving as informants, spies and undercover agents they become actors. To an extent this is unknown to the public. Furthermore, passive surveillance is more than mere information gathering, because suspicious behaviour is often triggered by the suspicion of being watched.

Secondly, German services have always done more than trade information. For decades, the Berlin federal internal intelligence services (LfV) prevented access to a murder weapon by keeping it classified. A Lower Saxony LfV agent bombed a prison wall to create an escape route (an incident that became known as the Celle hole [17]). The foreign intelligence service attempted to export arms to Israel under the cover of agricultural products, facilitated arms exports to Africa, supported intelligence services from Syria to South Africa and helped with the CIA-supported coup against the Congolese prime minister, Patrice Lumumba (1961). The examples are extensive [18].

The activity profile of the services as a whole gives the impression that they are predominantly focused on problems that they have created. Field espionage is an opaque adventure playground in which operations and counter-operations, double agents and defectors, informants and disinformation sometimes have deadly consequences for the participants. In interactions between states, the services are instruments of an undercover foreign policy in the grey zone between authorised and independent action. Resources are largely spent on countering or infiltrating foreign services, which worsens relations between states instead of improving them. The legitimacy of “internal” surveillance is built on the concept of the “enemy of the state” and it is no surprise, therefore, to find that this enemy is sought in all areas of life. In domestic politics, the services encourage the state-supported culture of suspicion, infiltration and misinformation that violates the basic principles of a liberal democracy.

New remits

The traditional task of the services is the protection of the state. The German version of this homeland security is the protection of the German constitution. By gathering and analysing information, the BND should “learn intelligence about foreign [states]” which “from a foreign and security policy perspective is of importance for the Federal German Republic” [19]. According to the original wording, the federal internal secret service (BfV) should collect intelligence on activities geared towards the “annihilation, change or disruption of the constitutional order […] or an unlawful interference with the administration of members of constitutional institutions” [20]. These remits were extended in 1972 with a constitutional amendment (Article 73(10)) and parallel amendment to the law regulating the internal security services. The prime task of homeland security was extended to include the protection of the “free legal democratic order” and of “the existence or the security of the State or a federal state”. The extensions merely legitimised existing practices: the BfV had always engaged in espionage and since the late 1960s had been monitoring the “activities of foreigners that threatened security”.
Alongside these three primary tasks, the internal services were instructed to take part in security checks of persons who had access to sensitive data or those who worked in “institutions important for life and defence matters”. The services were also charged with the technological protection of sensitive information.

Only with the anti-terror legislation introduced after 11 September 2001, were the remits extended to include the observation of activities that violated “the spirit of international understanding [...] in particular against the peaceful co-existence of peoples”. The services were now empowered to demand personal information from credit and financial institutions, postal and telecommunication providers as well as airline companies [21].

By the 1990s, an additional extension of remits had been announced for the regional internal security services (LfV). During that decade, the (presumed) threat of “organised crime” (OC) entered the public discourse. Because the services had lost their external (Eastern Block) and internal (left-wing extremism) functions, it became clear that they would be allocated the task of creating an early warning system for OC. Initially in Bavaria, and then in four more federal states governed by the Christian Conservative Party (CDU), the regional security services were allocated the task of monitoring OC. This was justified by the argument that it had always engaged in covert intelligence gathering and therefore had the relevant know-how to uncover clandestine organised crime structures. As far can be discerned from publicly available information, the work of the regional intelligence services has not contributed to exposing OC structures. Besides democratic concerns (see below), the broader remit of the Saxon LfV has led to a scandal that threw light on the working methods of the federal authority [22].

Whether the LfV’s monitoring of OC had any criminal or police relevance remains unknown. In 2003 and 2004, the Thuringia secret service was working on 38 cases and in early 2005 the LfV was still working on 19 of them. The authority had passed five cases to the regional crime police authority and another five were, according to the LfV, not OC but “common” criminal cases. In nine cases preliminary procedures were dropped because of a lack of evidence proving criminal acts [23]. Considering that 17 of the 38 cases were drug-related, the figures lead to the conclusion that the Thuringian secret service “investigates” in the broad field of general crime and follows vague rather than hard leads in the process.

In 1994, the BND was also instructed to fight OC. It gained increased powers in the so-called “strategic surveillance of telecommunication” which the service had engaged in since 1968. This entails the surveillance of all international telecommunications to or through Germany. This total surveillance was justified by the alleged danger posed by the Cold War as it was supposed to uncover leads on a possible attack against Germany. It would have been logical to end this comprehensive surveillance when the threat of war ended. Instead, legislators extended surveillance areas to include illegal trade with arms and proliferation-relevant goods, the international drugs trade as well as counterfeit money and money laundering abroad. The goal of this extended remit was the same as that for the internal services: uncovering leads on covert OC structures so as to instigate preliminary or criminal police investigations. However, there is no evidence that the “intelligence” gained from strategic surveillance has led to positive results concerning Germany’s safety. In 2007, 2,913,812 “communications” were registered in the BND’s surveillance computers that “qualified” as relevant to “international terrorism”, to use the wording of the report of the parliamentary secret service oversight committee (Parlamentarisches Kontrollgremium für die Geheimdienste). There were more that 2.3 million entries concerning proliferation. Even if we assume as the report does that 90 percent of these entries are Spam, there are more that half a million communications for the BND to follow up. Only four communications were thought to have “foreign intelligence relevance” in the area of terrorism, 370 were deemed relevant in the area of proliferation.
Not one of them was forwarded to the law enforcement agencies [24]. It is unknown whether the intelligence gathered contained any leads on criminal activities, whether it was relevant to the BND’s situation reports or other BND activities or whether it was passed on to the police in the framework of preventive crime fighting.

Law of separation or cooperation?

Separating the secret intelligence agencies from the police force was a means by which the Allies prevented the creation of another German “secret state police”. Every single regional and national law on the secret services passed since 1950 includes the stipulation that the relevant service cannot be affiliated to a police authority. None of these laws grants the services police enforcement powers. Despite this, the development of the security services has reversed the spirit of the law of separation. Precisely because the services and police are separate authorities, goes the argument, they have to cooperate more closely [25].

In the old FRG, the law of separation was not interpreted as a ban on cooperation. Mutual assistance and exchange between police and intelligence services in homeland security issues have existed since the 1950s. For instance, police and intelligence officers worked together in the Klaus Traube [26] interception case and the Celle prison bombing (see above); the MAD helped police in the search for the kidnappers of industrialist, Hanns-Martin Schleyer, and the BND granted technical assistance for a large-scale surveillance operation in Baden [27]. Besides case-related mutual assistance, the different authorities cooperated from an early date. Since 1952, the Federal Border Guards (BGS) - the current Federal Police Force - supported the Federal Intelligence Service (BfV) in “radio technology”. This not only entails the surveillance and analysis of internal telephone and radio communications (which is protected by the privacy Article 10 of the German constitution) but also the surveillance of international telecommunication traffic involving foreign security services or other BfV “targets”. The fact that this task is carried out by a police unit is justified by the German government with practical arguments: because the Border Guards provide the same service for the customs office and the Federal Crime Police Authority, the allocation of the surveillance task amongst separate authorities would not allow for the “flexible, needs-based and effective deployment of personnel and equipment” [28].

In 1976, the “Special decree on the collection of specific intelligence during border controls” instructed the BGS to pass information on travellers to the BfV (internal) and the BND (external). The police officers could refer to a list of 239 organisations and 287 printed materials that were classified as “left-wing extremist of influence”. When the decree became public it was suspended and from 1981 onwards substituted by relevant departmental instructions [29]. All three services are able to make a “request for mutual assistance in border matters” to the BGS. The data gathered ranges from personal details and traveller’s destination to comments and details on co-travellers [30].

The sharing of secret service intelligence with the police was further standardised in the 1954 Unkelner guidelines, the Cooperation Guidelines (1970) and the secret service laws from 1990 onwards (Article 19(1) VfS-G, and 9(1) BND-G). This information sharing was initially conceived for concrete cases and in the discretionary powers of the services (which “could” pass on information).

With the Common Database Act (2006) a permanent information alliance between the police and secret service was created in the area of terrorism. The Act created the basis for the Anti-Terror Database to which police, secret services and customs all have access as well as for so-called common project databases, which combines the intelligence of all
authorities on a project (that is issue-, person- or object-related) basis [31]. Indirectly, the Act belatedly made legal the Common Anti-Terrorism Centre, created in 2004. This is the most recent step in the “networking” of security and police agencies, thereby weaving the strategy and practice of “preliminary investigation” into an opaque and uncontrollable network [32].

While security services increasingly focused on surveillance and the detection of regular crime from the 1970s onwards, police working methods came to resemble those of secret services: the unrelenting increase in telecommunications surveillance, the systematic deployment of covert investigators and informants, and better technical standards of covert surveillance have equipped police forces with a considerable repertoire of secret service instruments. The fact that the intelligence services and police forces systematically cooperate is therefore an almost inevitable result of prior developments, namely, the steady approximation of “targets” (crime), strategic approach (investigations before a crime has been committed) and instruments (covert methods).

The fiction of the rule of law

The German secret services have been integrated into the legal democratic order of the Federal Republic. Officially, this is to guarantee their democratic and constitutional standards. However, the legal basis for the three services remains weak. Whilst the internal security service is mentioned in Article 73(10) and Article 87(1) of the constitution (Grundgesetz, GG), the remits of the BND and MAD derive from the federal state in the areas of foreign and defence policy (Article 73(1) GG) and until 1990 both services worked without a clear legal basis [33]. They were initially set up by a secret Federal Cabinet decree (BND) and a ministry of defence organisational decree (MAD). In 1990, seven years after the Population Census Judgement (Volkszählungsurteil, [34]) and 35 years after their foundation, both services were finally subjected to legal control.

Since 1950, the legal basis for the BfV has consisted of six Articles. These concerned the delineation of remits and repeated the principles laid down in the Allied police letter [35]. The law was a carte blanche for executive action rather than its limitation. This became apparent in the services’ handling of privacy in telecommunications. Despite the fact that Article 10 of the constitution had declared in no uncertain terms (until 1968) that privacy in postal and telecommunication was “inviolable”, whilst no law existed that would qualify this right, the internal secret service used a provision in a treaty between the Federal Republic and western Allies on mutual assistance from 1955 to intercept communication domestically. A report initiated by the Federal Interior Ministry investigated at least 82 bugging cases that took place between 1955 and 1963 [36].

In 1972, the Federal Law on Security Services was amended. For the first time, the service was given the power to apply “intelligence methods” to carry out its tasks (Article 3(3) in version 1972 of the law). However, legislators failed to define more precisely what those measures entailed. This ambiguity was deliberate, to ensure flexibility in the services’ operations. It allowed for the interior minister of Saxony to justify the Celle prison bomb attack as an “intelligence method” with the court’s acceptance [37]. The far-reaching 1990 legal overhaul left this ambiguity intact; the expression “intelligence methods” was replaced by “methods...of covert intelligence gathering”, which were described by example but not comprehensively defined (Article 8(2) BVerfschG [38]). In guidelines, however, one can detect a significant difference to police law - secret service law demonstrates a higher degree of legal ambiguity, creating space to manoeuvre with regard to surveillance, infiltration and operational powers.
Some regional governments held the principle of legal clarity more seriously and provided additional guidelines on what their regional services should understand as an “intelligence method”. This explains the legal challenge against online raids that were introduced in North-Rhine Westphalia’s secret service law. The court ruled [39] that all other regional secret services had to end this form of surveillance until their respective laws had been amended.

The biggest democratic achievements in relation to secret service laws, can be attributed to the constitutional courts, (and this not only due to the court’s decision on online raids). With the Population Census Judgement of 1983 (see footnote 34), the same court ensured that the BND and MAD would be legally regulated in the first place. In 1998, the Court restricted the BND’s “strategic interception of telecommunications”. In 2005, the Lower Saxony regional constitutional court limited the regional services’ OC surveillance to cases that represented a threat to the constitution [40]. Of course, none of these judgements led to the halting of a service, method, or strategy. Moreover, legislators always used the courts’ opinions as a basis for the next legal reform - forever anxious to test the limits of the constitution.

Alongside fading constitutional standards, the services’ operations are characterised by the fact that, contrary to police forces, they are not obliged to act on knowledge of a criminal offence (Legalitätsprinzip, the principle of mandatory prosecution for an offence). Although the police service can suspend mandatory prosecution in certain areas of policing, the security services are generally free to decide on when, and in what form, they pass on information that they have gathered about criminal acts to the police. Because they are concerned with gaining and maintaining access to target groups (and in particular not losing informants), the relaying of intelligence is shaped by their interests - it either does not occur or is filtered. The fact that the police end up investigating the criminal behaviour of security service informants [41] is a consequence of this one-sided intelligence policy. At the same time, if filtered intelligence shared with the police leads to a prosecution, the defence is weakened by the opacity of the secret service’s source of information [42].

The illusion of control

The constitutional legitimacy of the German security services emphasises the claim that they are subjected to exemplary control. The services portray themselves as a tight-knit control mechanism that functions at various levels: from parliament, data protection officers and courts to the media and public eye [43].

A special emphasis is placed on the parliamentary control that exists at federal level for all three services (internal, external and military) and at the regional level for the regional internal security services. Parliamentary control should compensate for the fact that due to the clandestine nature of the services, their actions are difficult to monitor by the courts and the general public. The system of parliamentary control has been implemented in various stages at the federal level. In 1956, the Parliamentary Committee of Ombudsmen was set up but it lacked a legal basis. It was succeeded by the Parliamentary Control Commission in 1979, which in turn became the Parliamentary Control Committee in 1999. In the most recent legislative period, the committee was not only enshrined in the constitution (Article 45d) but also given new powers. It can demand the disclosure of original files; its members can be supported in their work by parliamentary assistants and with a two-thirds majority it can decide that expert contributions sought by the Committee be presented to parliament. If the Committee decides - also with a two-thirds majority - to evaluate a procedure in public, any committee member can issue a dissenting opinion [44]. However, strict confidentiality requirements remain, which, together with
the two-thirds majority clause, ensures that events detrimental to state and government are not disclosed to the public through this procedure.

The toughest measure the Committee can apply is the power to institute parliamentary investigation committees. This power has been frequently used in Germany’s history [45]. The BND Investigation Committee (BND-Untersuchungsausschuss) is an example from the last legislative period. It was instituted to investigate the BND’s surveillance of journalists and its involvement in the Iraq war. Beyond the (limited) evidence gathering in the various areas under investigation [46], the committee has had two significant results. Firstly, BND actions led to the above-mentioned reforms of the Parliamentary Control Committee. The investigation committee was only instituted because the government’s information policy towards the Committee was deemed inadequate even by parliamentarians who were loyal to the government. However, the extension of Control Committee powers was also because the Committee wanted to avoid public and uncomfortable investigation committees.

Secondly, the government’s restrictive information policy led to a minority within the Committee lodging a complaint with the Federal Constitutional Court. The Court ruled that government had significantly exceeded its right to refuse to give evidence and to the non-disclosure of files. The government’s arguments concerning the “core of executive responsibility”, the interests of other states or “public weal” were too “sweeping”, not “substantiated” or not sufficiently “specific”, according to the court [47]. The fact that on the 60th anniversary of the German constitution, the Court had to remind the government that it, but also parliament, was indebted to “public weal” reveals the democratic self-image of the rulers. Although the Judgement strengthened parliament’s control powers, the fact that the President of Germany (Bundespräsident) refused to grant a special hearing of the investigation committee and that a new committee was not instituted, show the limited practical relevance of these increased powers [48]. On the other hand, it does mean that future government refusals to provide evidence will necessitate more verbal efforts on their part.

Power with potential

On reviewing the history of the secret services one could conclude that they have become autonomous. They redefine their political instructions in a bureaucratic and covert manner, act independently, exaggerate threats and enemies, etc. But this is only one side of the coin. The services are also assigned a very generous constitutional leeway. Despite the fact that they are normally aimed at protecting the constitution or serving the interests of the state, in practice they are instruments of the relevant government. In a mix of the current government’s orders and their own self-serving interests, they conduct a parallel foreign policy based on reciprocity - with the methods of covert intelligence work and illegal methods. Domestically, they annul protection from arbitrary surveillance and interception, devalue regulations that should protect citizens from state intervention and surveillance and create a climate of intimidation.

The only comprehensive solution to the secret services’ congenital defects is not improved control but their abolition. A first step in this direction would be to uncover their history - from before 1989 onwards - and disclose the surveillance files and data to those affected and to researchers and the media. Then the country would have a chance not only to learn to deal with the legacy of East German secret service history, but also that of the three West German secret services.

(from Bürgerrechte & Polizei/CILIP 93, 2/2009)
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